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Abstract

While traffic volume of real-time applications is rapidly increasing, current routers do not guarantee minimum QoS

values of fairness and drop packets in random fashion. If routers provide a minimum QoS, resulting less delays, more

fairness, and smoother sending rates, TCP-friendly rate control (TFRC) can be adopted for real-time applications. We

propose a dynamic buffer management scheme that meets the requirements described above, and can be applied to TCP

flow and to data flow for transfer of real-time applications. The proposed scheme consists of a virtual threshold

function, an accurate and stable per-flow rate estimation, a per-flow exponential drop probability, and a dropping

strategy that guarantees fairness when there are many flows. Moreover, we introduce a practical definition of active

flows to reduce the overhead coming from maintaining per-flow states. We discuss how proposed scheme motivates

real-time applications to adopt TFRC.

� 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

TCP is the most widely used transport protocol
on the Internet and is appropriate for FTP and
Telnet, which both require reliability. However,
because it uses an additive increase multiplicative
decrease (AIMD) algorithm and induces coarse

timeouts, it can neither ensure smoothly changing
sending rate nor can be used for real-time appli-
cations [23]. Because most current routers use
Drop Tail as a buffer management scheme, which
does not guarantee fairness and delay bound, there
has been no motivation for real-time applications
to use end-to-end congestion control mecha-
nisms. For these reasons, real-time applications
use robuster congestion control schemes than TCP
congestion control [14]. Even though Drop Tail is
a simple buffer management scheme, it tends to pe-
nalize bursty traffic, such as TCP traffic, does not
guarantee fairness, and adds unnecessary delays
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because it does not drop any packets before the
buffer space is fully exhausted.

These problems can be partially solved by using
a number of techniques. If a router can maintain a
separate queue for each flow, per-flow queueing
schemes, such as FQ, SFQ, and DRR can be used
[1,13,20]. Although these schemes solve many
problems, they require a router to maintain a
separate queue, and per-flow queueing and per-
flow scheduling are very complex to implement.
Furthermore, FQ requires huge buffer size to
support many flows. For example, to support one
thousand flows with FQ, FQ requires a router to
keep several Mbytes buffer size assuming that each
IP packet size is about 1 KB. Although SFQ re-
duces overhead caused by mapping from source–
destination address pair to the corresponding
queue, it requires even larger router buffer size
than FQ to guarantee a comparable fairness
compared to FQ. Moreover, in the present situa-
tion, most of routers use a single first-in first-out
(FIFO) buffer shared by all flows.

Adopting a single FIFO buffer, core-stateless
fair queueing (CSFQ) [22] uses per-flow state only
in edge routers. Entering the network, packets are
marked with an estimate of their sending rate. A
core router compares the estimate of each rate
with the fair share of that flow and preferentially
drops packets if the flow arrives at a higher rate
than its fair share. Although CSFQ is much fairer,
it requires an extra field in the IP header of every
packet and CSFQ must be installed in contiguous
fashion on routers.

Random early detection (RED) [6] and flow
random early drop (FRED) [10] are the founda-
tion of buffer management schemes because they
are practicable and are designed in the consider-
ation of burstiness of TCP flows. RED prevents
full exhaustion of buffers and drops packets before
congestion becomes severe. However, it does not
prevent unresponsive flows from monopolizing
buffer space, and TCP-friendly flows attain only a
fraction of their fair share [4]. Also, it cannot
control queue size effectively and cannot prevent
buffer overflow when there are many flows [3]. To
address the problem of unresponsive flows, in [4],
authors stressed on the need for end-to-end con-

gestion control. Furthermore, they insisted that
there should be some mechanism on the network
to identify and regulate unresponsive flows. Tech-
niques to identify and punish unresponsive flows
have been identified in [5,11]. While these pro-
posals are simple and feasible schemes that solve
the problem of unresponsive flows, they can pun-
ish unlucky TCP-friendly flows with non-zero
probability. Therefore, we do not think that these
schemes can be adopted in the present situation.
FRED uses per-flow states to solve the problem of
unresponsive flows. Although FRED cannot pre-
vent buffer overflow for many flows, it is much
fairer than RED and effectively regulates unre-
sponsive flows.

Although RED and its variants can be satis-
factory for applications that only require reliabil-
ity, real-time applications require a router to
provide more functions. Moreover, to motivate
real-time applications to use TCP-friendly rate
control (TFRC) [7,8,19,21] a minimum quality of
service (QoS) should be guaranteed. First of all, a
router should be able to eliminate unnecessary
queueing delays because multimedia applications
do not want to experience large queueing delays.
Second, a buffer management scheme should be
able to regulate unresponsive CBR and UDP flows
not to take unfairly large share. Third, a router
should support more flows fairly with limited
buffer size because IP packet size is relatively large
and such a large packet size requires large buffer
and results in longer queueing delays. To solve
these problems, we propose a new buffer man-
agement scheme that ensures better fairness be-
tween TCP-friendly flows and unresponsive flows,
less delays, and smoother sending rates.

The organization of this paper is as follows: We
discuss general requirements of buffer manage-
ment schemes in packet-switched networks in
Section 2. In Section 3, the detailed algorithm
we propose is explained with a discussion of
mechanics of operation. In Section 4, we show
simulation results obtained using our proposed
scheme, RED, FRED, and DRR, and analyze the
results. Section 5 presents an analysis of various
topics relating to our scheme. In the last section,
we present a conclusion.
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2. Requirements of buffer management scheme

RED is a simple and powerful buffer manage-
ment scheme that drops packets from each flow in
proportion to the amount of bandwidth the flows
uses on the output link [10], assuming that all flows
exhibit the same behavior as TCP flows do in view
of packet drop events. However, RED cannot
prevent buffer overflow for many flows, cannot
regulate unresponsive flows, and is unfair even
among TCP flows because it drops packets ran-
domly [3,4,10,11]. We suggest the following func-
tions that an intelligent buffer management scheme
should support:

(1) low queueing delays;
(2) control of the queue size to prevent overflow

and underflow;
(3) regulation of unresponsive flows and fairness;
(4) smooth sending rates for each flow.

In this paper, we define ‘‘flow’’ as a source–
destination IP address pair to distinguish each flow
transferring multicast traffic data and to guarantee
fairness for those flows. For example, address
pairs ðA;BÞ and ðC;BÞ are treated as different
flows. Although definition of flow can be extended
to each TCP port or UDP port, currently, header
processing of layer 4 in routers is not common.

2.1. A scalable and fair buffer management scheme

In ideal situations, routers can provide fairness
even with a small buffer. But, TCP, which is
dominant transport protocol, requires a large
buffer because it uses window-based congestion
control that causes frequent coarse timeouts when
there is insufficient buffer space. This results in
short-term unfairness. Although TCP flows re-
quire that at least 4 packets per-flow should be
buffered in routers to prevent coarse retransmit
timeouts [16], most routers provide very small
buffers because large buffers without an active
buffer management scheme results in unacceptably
long delays and long response times.

To guarantee fairness with TCP flows, a buffer
management scheme should allow each flow to

buffer at least 4 packets when congestion is not
severe. However, just allowing each flow to buffer
at least 4 packets can be unfair when bursty TCP
flows and unresponsive flows (e.g. CBR flows)
coexist. To alleviate this unfairness, a buffer man-
agement scheme also should drop packets ac-
cording to each flow’s estimated throughput.

A router do not provide a large buffer because a
large buffer inevitably results in longer queueing
delays. Therefore, a buffer management should
gracefully adjust per-flow queue sizes according to
the number of active flows. When congestion is
severe, for example, in case that there are 10,000
flows and the router buffer size is 1000 KB, a flow
can buffer only 100 bytes in average. Assuming that
an IP packet size is 500 bytes, a flow can buffer only
0.2 packets in average. Guaranteeing fairness in
such a condition is not easy due to the following
reasons: (1) In such a situation, estimating per-flow
rates is not an easy task. Because TCP’s retransmit
timeout value is doubled for every consecutive re-
transmit timeout, estimating per-flow rates and
guaranteeing fairness in such a situation are diffi-
cult. (2) Maintaining several millions of per-flow
states in a router is also not an easy task. If per-flow
states are implemented in conventional memory
such as RAM, mapping from source–destination
address pair to the corresponding state requires
Oðlog NÞ (where N is the number of flows) time
complexity. If a new and practical definition of
flows could reduce this complexity, it would be
feasible for routers to maintain such a reduced
number of per-flow states.

To minimize unnecessary queueing delays, to
guarantee fairness, and to allow a flow to buffer at
least 4 packets, we propose a virtual threshold
function, shown in Fig. 1. In this figure, we divide
router operation into three modes. Each flow can
buffer up to vmaxq=Nflow bytes. Because each TCP
flow does not occupy vmaxq=Nflow bytes all the
time, exploiting the burstiness of TCP, we can
maintain an average queue size to a target value,
which is shown as targetq. In no congestion mode,
there is sufficient buffer space to allow each flow to
buffer at least 8000 bytes. In this mode, a router
can provide highly satisfactory QoS. In moderate
congestion mode, there is insufficient buffer space
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and the queueing delay increases. In this mode, we
allow each flow to buffer a smaller number of
packets as the number of flows increases. In severe
congestion mode, each flow can buffer only a
minimum number of packets, that is to say, 4000
KB, and we cannot provide low delays. We also
introduce a dropping strategy named ‘‘Fair Drop’’
that guarantees fairness when there are many
flows. Fair Drop operates when queue size is larger
than fdth. A buffer management scheme should
limit router’s queue size to a certain value to pre-
vent buffer overflows. Fair Drop is designed to
prevent buffer overflows and to limit maximum
queueing delays still maintaining satisfactory fair-
ness values.

As demands on delay and per-flow buffer size
can vary, the virtual threshold function can also
vary according to these demands.

2.2. Why should a router drop packets periodically?

Achieving smooth sending rates requires peri-
odic dropping of packets. However, RED drops
packets randomly as shown in this section.

TCP packet losses are detected based on the
following two ways: (1) The TCP sender can detect

them either when it receives triple-duplicate ac-
knowledgements (four ACK’s with the same se-
quence number), or (2) when retransmit timeouts
occur [17]. We define the congestion cycle CCi as
the ith period between two loss indications and
define ai as the number of packets including the
first packet loss in CCi. If RED is in steady state,
which means no recent change in the number of
flows, packets for flow i are dropped with nearly
constant drop probability p. Therefore, ai is dis-
tributed geometrically as follows:

P ½ai ¼ k� ¼ ð1� pÞk�1p; k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ð1Þ
As can be seen from this equation, each flow
experiences geometrically distributed inter-drop
times. The mean and standard deviation of ai are
as follows:

E½ai� ¼
X1
k¼1
ð1� pÞk�1pk ¼ 1

p
; ð2Þ

S½ai� ¼
1

p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� p

p
: ð3Þ

We can determine that E½ai� ¼ 10 and S½ai� ¼ 9:5
with p ¼ 0:1, indicating that some flows buffer
more than a sufficient number of packets and

Fig. 1. Virtual threshold function vs. number of active flows.
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others buffer fewer than the necessary number of
packets. This feature of RED causes unfairness,
inefficient buffer usage, and rough sending rates.
To avoid these problems, routers should drop
packets periodically.

3. BARE algorithm

We propose buffer management based on rate
estimation (BARE) scheme which solves the
problems discussed in Section 2. BARE consists of
virtual threshold function that eliminates unnec-
essary queueing delay and prevents buffer over-
flows and underflows, an accurate per-flow rate
estimation that estimates each flow’s rate, a per-
flow exponential drop probability that keeps TCP
flows from unresponsive flows, and Fair Drop that
guarantees fairness even when the number of flows
is very large.

3.1. Description of BARE’s operation

BARE’s basic algorithm is depicted in Fig.
2. To understand the detailed operation of BARE
algorithm, it is necessary to refer to the de-
tailed pseudocode of BARE algorithm in Appen-
dix A.

(1) For each packet’s arrival, global queue size q
is compared with vmaxq to prevent unnecessary
fluctuation of global queue size q and is compared
with maxq to prevent buffer overflows. (2) If there
is no flow state for this packet, BARE assigns a
flow state to this flow. Because a buffer manage-
ment scheme can support only a finite number of
flow states, when all flow states are occupied,
BARE assigns a used flow state whose per-flow
queue size is 0 to this new flow. Because global
queue size q is controlled not to exceed half of
buffer size BS by BARE, if the maximum number
of per-flow states maxflow is set to a proper value,
at least one per-flow state would have 0 per-flow
queue size. Therefore, a packet whose per-flow
state is not registered in per-flow states is never
dropped. (3) Because a buffer management scheme
should regulate global queue size q to prevent
buffer overflows, when global queue size q is larger
than Fair Drop threshold fdth, an arriving packet

is dropped. (4) BARE drops packets according to
the estimated per-flow rate. (5) For each packet’s
departure, BARE finds the flow number of
this departing packet and updates beta b½i� and
global queue sizes. (6) If flow i’s per-flow queue
size is 0 for more than timeout value Timeout
Value, flow i expires and the flow state for the flow
is deleted.

BARE determines a maximum per-flow buffer
size depending on the number of currently active
flows and drops packets based on the rate esti-
mation of each flow [22]. As an estimate of per-
flow share, either a per-flow average queue size
estimation in [6] or a per-flow rate estimation in
[22] can be used. In fact, using per-flow average
queue size requires replacing ‘‘expð�dt=KÞ’’ with
a constant ‘‘k’’ and replacing rate estimates with
average queue estimates in code line 31 in Ap-
pendix A as follows. (In addition to this replace-
ment, a portion of code should be modified.)

rate½i�  ð1� e�dt=KÞ p:size
dt
þ e�dt=Krate½i�; ð4Þ

avgq½i�  ð1� kÞq½i� þ kavgq½i�: ð5Þ

The per-flow buffer occupancy of flow i is pro-
portional to the per-flow output rate of flow i with
the FIFO discipline [10]. Therefore, we can guess
that these two approaches achieve the same per-
formance. However, the usage of per-flow average
queue size as an estimate of the per-flow share is
not as precise and efficient as that of per-flow rate
estimation. When per-flow average queue size is
used as an estimate of per-flow share, filtering of
unnecessary noise and quick responsiveness to
rapid rate fluctuations cannot be obtained simul-
taneously. Let assume that end of congestion cycle
CCi is caused only by triple-duplicate ACKs, there
are only periodic packet losses, and the round-trip
time is fixed to RTT. Wi is the maximum window
size in congestion cycle CCi. With these assump-
tions, the inter-packet buffering time of TCP varies
from RTT=Wi to ð2RTTÞ=Wi , so the per-flow share
cannot be calculated accurately without depen-
dency on dt. If there are substantial packet losses
caused by timeouts, this discrimination becomes
more significant. Therefore, we have chosen to use
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rate estimation as a method for estimating per-
flow share. Rate estimation in code line 31 in
Appendix A is robust to various packet length
distributions and is proven to asymptotically
converge to the real rate [22].

3.2. Per-flow exponential drop probability

As shown in code line 24 in Appendix A,
BARE drops packets for flow i with following
drop probability:

Fig. 2. BARE algorithm.
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p½i� ¼ q½i�
maxth

� �b½i�

: ð6Þ

Based on per-flow rate estimation and comparison
of current average queue size with targetq, BARE
either increases or decreases b½i�. Flow i experi-
ences a high drop probability with a small b½i� and
experiences a low drop probability with a large
b½i�. Upon decrease, b½i� is divided by the rateratio.
Upon increase, b½i� is multiplied by the constant
value of a.

By introducing b½i� as an exponent of drop
probability for each flow, drop probability of each
flow can be adjusted efficiently as shown in Fig. 3.
First, b½i� is large when i is a TCP or TCP-friendly
flow. In this case, using b½i� as an exponent of drop
probability makes each TCP and TCP-friendly
flow experience periodic packet drops. Because
TCP is very sensitive to small drop probability such
as 0:1, using b½i� as an exponent can prevent un-
necessary packet drops for flows using smaller than
fair share. For example, if the sending rate of flow i
does not exceed fair share (when q½i�6 maxth =2),
packets of flow i are dropped with a negligible
probability, i.e., 0:510:0 ¼ 0:001. Therefore, BARE’s
dropping strategy does not drop flow i’s packets
when the number of buffered packets for flow i is
less than the average number of buffered packets
for other flows.With this droppingmethod, packets
with low rate flows are rarely dropped. Secondly,
b½i� is small when flow i is unresponsive and is using

more than its fair share. In this case, using b½i� as an
exponent of drop probability allows high drop
probability such as 0:9.

With per-flow exponential adjustment of drop
probability, we can achieve a high degree of fair-
ness and smooth sending rates because packets of
TCP-friendly flows are dropped nearly periodi-
cally. Furthermore, the queue size of each flow is
well regulated and each flow is not allowed to
buffer more than the necessary number of packets.

3.3. Choosing K

The choice of decay factor K involves sev-
eral tradeoffs. First, while a smaller K value in-
creases the system responsiveness to rapid rate
fluctuations, a larger K value better filters noise
and avoids potential system instability. Second, K
should be large enough to smooth the estimated
sending rates of TCP flows because these rates are
estimated to be high when TCP flows have large
window sizes just before packet drop events. To
control these effects, K can be decided as follows:

K  C 
Average Packet Size
 N
BW

ð7Þ

where N can be substituted with Nflow and Average
Packet Size is the average IP packet size, and BW is
the link speed or service rate of a router. We found
that C should be 10–30 through numerous simu-
lations and overall performance is very insensitive
to various K values. But (1) using a higher value of
K requires a router to maintain unacceptably large
number of per-flow states, and (2) guaranteeing
fairness when there is insufficient buffer space such
that each TCP flow can buffer only up to 0:1
packets in average is meaningless. Moreover, (3)
frequent change of K can induce implementation
complexity. Considering these three points, as a
rule of thumb, we recommend that K should be one
to three times value of the average queueing delay,
which can be calculated based on dividing the av-
erage queue size by the link speed.

3.4. Practical definition of active flows

Because routers have a limited memory, per-
flow states should be deleted properly, but neither

Fig. 3. Exponential drop probability.
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too often nor too seldom. With too frequent de-
letion of the per-flow states, defects caused by
FRED’s frequent deletion of per-flow states can
appear. FRED’s defects due to the frequent dele-
tion allows unresponsive flows to take more than
fair share because the number of active flows are
underestimated and fair share is overestimated.
With too infrequent deletion of the per-flow states,
the number of active flows are overestimated and
fair rate can be underestimated so that all flows
could be dropped simultaneously. From code line
31, the rate of flow i is updated according to Eq.
(4). In Eq. (4), if e�dt=K is set to e�3 ¼ 0:0498, dt
should be 3K and Eq. (4) becomes as follows:

rate½i�  0:9502
 p:size

dt
þ 0:0498
 rate½i� � p:size

dt
:

ð8Þ
Therefore, routers do not have to maintain the per-
flow state of flow i if dt ¼ 3K s has elapsed since
the last buffering operation of flow i. Therefore,
Timeout Value used for deleting per-flow states is
set to 3K. This can greatly reduce the overhead
coming from maintaining per-flow states.

Although there have been many approaches to
buffer management schemes with usage of per-flow
states, maintaining per-flow states has been con-
sidered to be impractical and not scalable. But, we
found that we can reduce the overhead of main-
taining per-flow states. Our main motivation for
definition of active flows is that a very weak flow does
not need to be regarded as an active flow. For ex-
ample, assume that a router’s link speed is 20
Mbps, a router buffer size is 160 KB, an IP packet
size is 1 KB, K is 150 ms, and Timeout Value is 450
ms. Timeout Value can be regarded as a time win-
dow because a flow that has not been buffered for
Timeout Value is deleted. This corresponds to
maximum queueing delay of 64 ms and average
inter-packet time of 0.4 ms. Because a flow that has
not been buffered for more than Timeout Value is
too weak to be regarded as a flow, we can decide
that up to ð450þ 64Þ=0:4 ¼ 1285 flows need to be
regarded as active flows. For another example, if a
router supports an OC-12c link that has a capacity
of 622Mbps and 4MB buffer, and an IP packet size
is 1 KB, this corresponds to maximum queueing
delay of 51.4 ms, K of 60 ms, Timeout Value of 180

ms, and average inter-packet time of 12.9 ls.
Therefore, this router has to maintain only up to
14,000 per-flow states. Although this number of
per-flow states may be considered as a large num-
ber of flows, it is well known that current ATM
switches support at least 64,000 VCs [9]. Further-
more, numbers of flows that should be treated as
active flows are still overestimated in the above
calculations because the probability that every
packet belongs to each distinct flow in a time win-
dow is low due to TCP’s burstiness.

3.5. Fair Drop

Although our new definition of active flows
greatly reduced the overhead of maintaining per-
flow states, maintaining such a large number of
flows results in longer delays. If we allow 1 KB per
an active flow with a 20 Mbps link to support 1500
flows, it corresponds to a buffer size of 1.5 MB and
maximum queueing delay of 0.6 s that is so long
that flows transferring real-time application data
would complain. So, such a large buffer is not likely
to be used in practice. To become more realistic, a
router would try to support such a large number of
flows with a smaller buffer so that each flow can
buffer only a fraction of a packet in average such as
0.2 or 0.5 packets. As discussed in Section 2.1,
guaranteeing fairness for a large number of flows
with a small buffer is not trivial. To guarantee
fairness with a small buffer, we introduce Fair
Drop scheme. The main motivation for Fair Drop is
that recently buffered flows do not need to be buffered
again if the buffer size is not sufficiently large and all
flows cannot be buffered simultaneously. When the
global queue size is above a specified threshold
value, Fair Drop scheme drops packets of flow i if
the flow has been buffered recently and its flow
state is still maintained by BARE.

4. Simulation results

BARE, RED, FRED, and DRR are com-
pared based on simulation results. While RED is
selected as a fundamental scheme due to its sim-
plicity, FRED and DRR is selected as comparable
schemes with BARE:
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• RED: This scheme is significantly more sophis-
ticated than Drop Tail and is designed for
routers with a single FIFO buffer. RED drops
packets before congestion becomes severe and
controls the average queue size between maxth
and minth values. When the average queue size
is less than minth, there is no packet drop. When
the average queue size is greater than maxth, all
packets are dropped. When the average queue
size is between two thresholds, the packet drop
probability is increased linearly in proportional
to the average queue size.

• FRED: This is an extended version of RED for
partial solution of the problem of unresponsive
flows. FRED maintains per-flow states for all
flows that have a non-zero queue size in the rou-
ter buffer. Using this per-flow state, FRED pref-
erentially drops the packets of flows that have
queue sizes larger than the average per-flow
queue size. It unconditionally drops the packets
of flows that (1) have queue sizes two times
greater than the average per-flow queue size or
(2) experience many packet drops. It randomly
drops the packets of flows that have larger queue
size than the average per-flow queue size with
the probability proportional to the average
queue size. FRED underestimates the number
of active flows and overestimates the per-flow
average queue size that is calculated by dividing
the average queue size by the number of active
flows because FRED deletes per-flow states of
flows that have a zero queue size, and TCP flows
in timeouts have no packet buffered. Therefore,
FRED encourages smooth-rate unresponsive
flows, such as UDP-CBR flows. Furthermore,
as the fraction of unresponsive flows increases,
the average per-flow queue size itself is increased
and unresponsive flows are not well regulated.

• DRR (deficit round robin): This scheme is a
variant of weighted fair queueing (WFQ) disci-
pline. DRR allows WFQ to handle variable
packet sizes in a fair manner. DRR is the only
one that uses per-flow queueing algorithm while
RED, FRED and BARE use a single FIFO buf-
fer. Therefore, DRR guarantees nearly per-
fect fairness for flows that have at least one
packet in the router buffer. Longest queue drop
(LQD) is used as a packet drop strategy.

4.1. Simulation configurations

We simulate the configuration shown in Fig. 4.
Unless otherwise specified, the following parame-
ters are used. Each output link has a capacity of 20
Mbps, a latency of 2 ms, and a single FIFO buffer
of 320 KB. For RED and FRED, minth is set to
53 KB and maxth is set to 160 KB that corresponds
to maximum queueing delay of 64 ms. The buffer
size of DRR is set to 320 KB. To compare BARE,
RED, FRED and DRR in a fair manner, maxth
of DRR is set to 160 KB. TCP-Newreno is used in
all simulations because it is the most widely used
TCP variant as shown in [18] for its robustness
against consecutive packet drops [2]. The data
packet size of TCP flows is set to 1000 bytes and
the ACK packet size is set to 40 bytes. All BARE
parameters are set to the values indicated in Ap-
pendix A. We limited BARE’s maximum number
of per-flow states to 320 to see limiting effects. To
avoid the buffer space being fully exhausted, maxp
is set to 0:2 for RED and FRED. The FRED minq

value is set to 2000 bytes. All four schemes are
implemented in ns-2 [24]. RED and FRED operate
in byte mode, meaning that packets are buffered
and counted in bytes and dropped with a proba-
bility proportional to their size. As an example, a
1000 bytes packet is dropped with a probability of
0.2 and a 40 bytes packet is dropped with a
probability of 0.008 for RED if the average queue
size is slightly smaller than maxth. To reduce in-
stantaneous noise and to avoid phase effects, each

Fig. 4. Simulation topology.
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simulation is run for T ¼ 100 s and each flow is
started at a random time. The term Goodputi of
TCP/CBR/TFRC flow i is defined as the number
of bytes received by TCP/CBR/TFRC Sink in unit
time. We also define N as the number of all flows
that are trying to send data packets in simulations
while Nflow is an estimated number of flows by
BARE. Consequently, N is always larger than or
equal to Nflow.

4.2. Queueing delay and fairness for TCP flows

We simulate only TCP flows and there is
no CBR flow. As shown in Fig. 5, BARE reduces
the unnecessary queueing delays and maintains a
much smaller average queue size compared with
RED and FRED. In fact, if the average queue size
of BARE is set to targetq of the virtual threshold
function, the queueing delays are controlled to the
corresponding value. Although the queueing de-
lays increase as the number of flows increases and
BARE shows a slightly longer delay than RED
when the number of flows is 50–80, BARE main-
tains smaller delays compared to RED and FRED
in the wide range of numbers of flows. BARE
eliminates unnecessary queueing delays by regu-
lating each flow’s queue size based on the knowl-
edge of the number of flows. Queueing delays of

RED can be reduced by setting maxp to higher
values while queueing delays of FRED cannot be
noticeably reduced with higher maxp. But, it should
be noted that RED does not guarantee fairness as
well as QoS, and BARE outperforms FRED and
DRR in all cases.

As shown in Fig. 6, under the same condition as
mentioned above, we measured the standard de-
viation of the goodput for each flow, which is
normalized by the fair share of that flow. The
standard deviation S of ðGoodputi=Fair ShareÞ is
defined as follows:

S ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

N � 1

XN
i¼1

Goodputi
BW=N

� 1

� �2

vuut ; ð9Þ

Goodputi ¼ Goodputið0; T Þ; ð10Þ

Goodputiðt; t þ DtÞ

¼ Total bytes of flow i received in ½t; t þ Dt�
Dt

:

ð11Þ
BARE achieves extreme fairness that cannot be
compared with RED. When the number of flows is
smaller than 100, FRED achieves comparable
performance to BARE. While FRED can support
only about 100 flows within standard deviation of

Fig. 5. Average queue size vs. number of flows: (a) when N is 5–90 and (b) when N is 100–800.
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0.1, BARE support about 350 flows within
the same value. BARE’s improved fairness over
FRED is largely due to Fair Drop. Reasoning
from this result, if FRED wants to guarantee
fairness values comparable to BARE, it should
maintain three or four times larger buffer com-
pared with BARE. Therefore, its maximum
queueing delay should be three or four times as
large as that of BARE. Although DRR achieves
better performance when the number of flows is
less than 200, BARE significantly outperforms
DRR when the number of flows is larger than 200
because DRR can ensure fairness only when the

number of flows is small and each flow can buffer
at least one packet. In contrast to DRR, BARE
drops packets whose per-flow states are still main-
tained and makes room for flows that have not been
buffered recently.

Packet loss events are observed with 20 TCP
flows. In Fig. 7, packet loss events of source 1 are
shown. BARE drops packet more frequently than
other scheme to minimize queueing delay. RED
and FRED drop packets in a random fashion, as
expressed in Eq. (1), while BARE drops packets
nearly periodically. With this periodic packet
drop, BARE can effectively control per-flow queue

Fig. 6. Standard deviation of (Goodputi=Fair Share) vs. number of flows: (a) when N is 5–90 and (b) when N is 100–800.

Fig. 7. Loss events of source 1.
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sizes and prevent flow i from buffering more than
the necessary number of packets. DRR cannot be
compared with other schemes because it maintains
a per-flow queue for each flow and guarantees
perfect fairness for flows that have at least one
packets in the router buffer by serving them in
round robin discipline.

4.3. Simulations of TCP and CBR flows

We simulate TCP and CBR (which uses UDP
as a transport protocol) flows. In Fig. 8, we change
the number of flows from 5 to 800. The fraction of
CBR flows is set to 40%. Packet size of CBR flows
is set to 1000 bytes and inter-packet times are
adjusted so that each CBR flows send packets at
three times rate of the fair share rate. RED cannot
protect TCP flows from unresponsive CBR flows
at all. BARE’s performance degradation when the
number of flows is about 10 is due to TCP’s re-
transmit timeout’s. Because TCP’s minimum re-
transmit timeouts are set to 200 ms and round-trip
times are about 40 ms, TCP flows cannot get suf-
ficient share. This problem can be solved by setting
vmaxq to a higher value when the number of flows

are smaller than 20. BARE and FRED can protect
TCP flows from CBR flows. But, if we decide that
TCP flows should receive at least half of their fair
share, BARE can support up to 650 flows fairly
due to its Fair Drop while FRED and DRR can
support only up to 100 and 200 flows. Because
BARE knows which flows have been recently
buffered and drops them even though those flows
do not occupy buffer space currently, BARE can
keep TCP flows from unresponsive flows even with
small buffer sizes. It should be remarked that the
average queue size per a flow is smaller than 0.25
packets when the number of flows is 650, which
means majority of TCP flows are in retransmit
timeouts state.

In Fig. 9, we measure the instantaneous goodput
of each flow to observe the instantaneous behavior
of TCP and CBR flows. The number of TCP flows
is set to 12 and the number of CBR flows is set to 8.
All CBR flows send data at 3 Mbps which is three
times as large as the fair share value. The mea-
surement interval Tm is set to 0:5 s. Because RED
cannot protect TCP flows from unresponsive
flows, we have excluded RED from this simula-
tion. The instantaneous goodput of DRR is ex-

Fig. 8. Average of (Goodputi=Fair Share) vs. number of flows: (a) when N is 5–90 and (b) when N is 100–800.
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tremely smooth because there are only 20 flows
and each flow can buffer a sufficient number of
packets. The instantaneous goodput of TCP flows
for BARE is much smoother than that for FRED.
BARE regulates CBR flows within 2 s. When the
number of flows is small, BARE’s operation is
mainly based on both per-flow exponential drop
probability which drops packets nearly periodi-
cally, and a virtual threshold function that bounds
both per-flow queue sizes and the global queue size.

4.4. Instantaneous rates of TCP and TFRC flows

We define coefficient of variation for TCP flow i
as follows:

CoVi

¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

T=Tm � 1

XT=Tm�1
k¼0

GoodputiðkTm; kTm þ TmÞ
Goodputið0; T Þ

� 1

� �2

vuut :

ð12Þ
First, we simulate only TCP flows and results are
shown in Fig. 10 because many real-time applica-
tions still use TCP as their transport protocols. IP
data packet size is set to 500 bytes because real-
time applications would decrease its packet size to
reduce transmission delay and to cope with bursty
packet loss. BARE maintains much smaller CoVis
than FRED and RED do. When there are small

number of flows such that N is smaller than 60,
BARE outperforms FRED due to its periodic
packet drops. Also, Fair Drop greatly improves
the overall performance of BARE when there are
many flows such that N is larger than 180. DRR
greatly outperforms three other schemes due to its
per-flow queueing.

Secondly, we simulate 40% TFRC [7,8] flows
and 60% TCP flows and measure the mean CoVis
of TFRC flows. All parameters are set to values
from [7]. TFRC operates with an equation-based
rate control that characterizes TCP sending rates
[12,17] based on the following equation:

SR ¼ s

R
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð2p=3Þ

p
þ tRTOð3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3p=8

p
Þpð1þ 32p2Þ

:

ð13Þ

An upper bound on the sending rate SR is used,
which is a function of the steady-state loss event
rate p, data packet size s in bytes, round-trip time
R, and TCP retransmit timeout value tRTO. TFRC
estimates the average loss interval, which is a
weighted sum of last n loss intervals considering
consecutive packet loss events as a single loss
event. TFRC uses the average loss interval to
calculate the sending rate. We can easily see that
TFRC flows should experience periodic packet
loss events to estimate p accurately without noisy

Fig. 9. Instantaneous Goodputi in case of Tm ¼ 0:5.
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fluctuation. Results are shown in Fig. 11. As can
be seen from this figure, TFRC flows in RED ex-
perience noisy instantaneous goodputs, in contrast
to BARE and FRED. This feature of BARE
should encourage the adoption of TFRC for real-

time applications as a congestion control mecha-
nism.

It should be mentioned that TFRC algorithm is
currently not well tuned because TCP models
shown in [12,17] is currently not exact. We found

Fig. 10. Average coefficient of variation for TCP flows vs. number of flows in case of Tm ¼ 2:0.

Fig. 11. Average coefficient of variation for TFRC flows vs. number of flows in case of Tm ¼ 2:0.
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that TFRC receives different shares compared with
TCP when the number of flows is large and the
packet drop probability is high. Furthermore, Eq.
(13) is derived with assumption that packet drop
events are Bernoulli trials and that assumption is
valid only for RED. This assumption is not valid
in general as shown in [15]. Research in this area is
needed to acquire more accurate TCP model.

4.5. Weighted BARE

BARE can be extended to support flows with
different weights. To support differentiated shares,
we add a new per-flow variable wi (a weight value
for flow i), and a portion of code is modified. We
use two bits of the type of service (TOS) field in the
IP header. To support weighted BARE, Nflow in-
dicates the total weights of active flows. The values
of ratefair and maxth should be multiplied by wi. We
simulate 8 TCP flows with weights of 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Results are shown in Fig. 12. Although weighted
BARE cannot differentiate per-flow queueing de-
lays because it uses single FIFO buffer, weighted
BARE can be used to effectively support different
per-flow shares of goodputs.

5. Miscellaneous topics

5.1. Considerations for implementation

Cooperation and negotiation among several
ISPs would probably not be easy. Therefore, a
buffer management algorithm should be able to
operate individually. BARE can be used in a non-
incremental manner in which we can exploit the
performance of BARE without installation on
several contiguous routers because BARE routers
operate individually without any exchange of ad-
ditional information.

5.2. Queueing delay and IP packet size

Although we preset router buffer sizes in Sec-
tion 3.4, how many flows a router would support
should be considered first. If a router would sup-
port 30,000 TCP flows with guaranteeing fairness
for each TCP flow, router buffer size should be at
least 30,000 IP packets. Assuming that each IP
packet size is 1 KB and each flow needs at least
two packets buffer, a router buffer size should be at
least 60 MB. If a router supports an OC-12c link,

Fig. 12. Instantaneous Goodput of weighted BARE.
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maximum queueing delay would be 0.77 s, which is
unacceptably high and flows transferring real-time
application data would not be satisfied. This un-
acceptably high delay is mainly due to large IP
packet sizes. To mitigate large queueing delays
caused by large IP packet sizes, a buffer manage-
ment scheme should be able to support many flows
with a smaller buffer size. Perhaps, a major diffi-
culty in next generation IP routers would be to
reduce queueing delays. As shown in Section 4,
BARE could support about 350 flows limiting
average queue size below 140 KB which means
that each flow buffers 0.4 packets in average.

5.3. Comparison of DRR and BARE

The main advantage of BARE is that it achieves
comparable performance to DRR while BARE
maintains a single FIFO buffer. Although DRR
achieves perfect fairness for flows that have cur-
rently at least one packet in the router buffer, it
cannot ensure fairness when the number of flows
increases above a certain threshold. From the sim-
ulation results of BARE and DRR, we can see that
BARE achieves comparable performance when the
number of flows is small and outperforms DRR
when the number of flows is large. To allowDRR to
outperform BARE, the buffer size should be in-
creased and queueing delay increases accordingly.

Furthermore, DRR uses per-flow queueing and
per-flow scheduling that are considerably hard to
implement and does not consider the large amount
of legacy routers that use a single and simple
FIFO buffer for its each output link. It would be
hard to implement per-flow queueing and per-flow
scheduling practically. Because DRR guarantees
fairness only for currently backlogged flows, DRR
would not be an optimum scheme for highly bur-
sty flows such as TCP and its cost per performance
ratio would be very high.

6. Concluding remarks and future work

We have proposed a dynamically adjusting
per-flow buffer management scheme that can be
applied to TCP flows and to flows transferring real-
time application data. We have simulated various

configurations with TCP, CBR and TFRC flows.
BARE exhibits better fairness, less delays, and
better smoothness of sending rates than previous
schemes. Introduction of a virtual threshold func-
tion that divides router operation into three modes
allows the average queue size to fluctuate around
the targetq value and eliminates unnecessary de-
lays. BARE also produces more efficient buffer
usage that helps routers support more flows than
RED, FRED and DRR with the same buffer size.
The per-flow rate estimation was accurate in view
of estimating the per-flow current share, and noisy
and rapid fluctuations were filtered. The per-flow
exponential adjustment of the drop probability
prevents unresponsive flows from achieving an
unfairly large share. BARE also controls the per-
flow queue size, preventing flows from buffering
more than a sufficient number of packets or buf-
fering fewer than the necessary number of packets.

We also introduced a practical definition of
‘‘active flows’’ and developed a new algorithm for
routers to support a larger number of flows in a
fair manner in spite of insufficient buffer size. With
practical definition of ‘‘active flows’’, BARE re-
duces overhead coming from maintaining a large
number of per-flow states. Fair Drop greatly im-
proves overall performance when the number of
flows are large and the average per-flow queue size
is less than one packet. Moreover, the use of bits in
the TOS field of the IP header allows easy differ-
entiation of bandwidth allocation. We believe that
BARE can support real-time applications and can
encourage the use of end-to-end congestion con-
trol mechanisms such as TFRC.

Although BARE improves the overall perfor-
mance of buffer management scheme, additional
work to be done remains. Analysis on how TFRC
and its variants can better interoperate with
BARE, RED, and FRED is needed. Research on
tuning the parameters and algorithms of TFRC is
needed to satisfy the requirements of real-time
applications. More functions should be added to
produce smoother sending rates for TCP-friendly
flows. Although BARE achieves better fairness on
multiple congested links than RED or FRED, re-
search on optimization of BARE is needed to
achieve much better fairness on multiple congested
links.
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Appendix A. A detailed pseudocode of BARE

algorithm

In this appendix, we present a detailed pseudo-
code of BARE algorithm that was used for simu-
lation.

� Functions:
find iðpÞ; // find the flow number to which p
belongs
update gvðmodeÞf // update global variables
if ðmode ¼¼ 1Þ Nflow ¼ Nflow þ 1;
else Nflow ¼ Nflow � 1;
vmaxq ¼ vthðNflowÞ;
maxth ¼ vmaxq=Nflow;
targetq ¼ minðvmaxq=2;maxtargetqÞ;
ratefair ¼ BW=Nflow;

g
initialize pfvðiÞf // initialize per-flow variables

q½i� ¼ count½i� ¼ p:size;
rate½i� ¼ 0;
b½i� ¼ binit;
qtime½i� ¼ time;

g
update gqðmodeÞf // update q and avgq

if ðmode ¼¼ 1Þ value ¼ p:size;
else value ¼ �p:size;
q ¼ qþ value;
avgq ¼ ð1� wqÞavgq þ wqq;

g
update betaðrateratioÞf // update b½i�
if ðrateratio > 1 && avgq > targetqÞf

b½i� ¼ b½i�=rateratio;
if ðb½i� < bminÞb½i� ¼ bmin;

g else f
b½i� ¼ b½i�a;
if ðb½i� > bmaxÞ b½i� ¼ bmax;

g
g
randomðÞ; // uniform random number in
½0 . . . 1�
powða; bÞ; // calculate and return ab

expðcÞ; // calculate and return ec

� For each arriving packet p:
1: if ðqP vmaxqkqP maxqÞ f
2: dropðpÞ;
3: return;

4: g
5: if ðfind iðpÞ ¼¼ falseÞ f
6: if ðNflow < maxnflowÞ f
7: i ¼ new flow number;
8: update gvð1Þ;
9: } else f
10: i ¼ randomly selected from

Nflow flows whose q½i� are 0;

� Constants:
maxq ¼ 320000; // maximum aggregate

queue size (bytes)
fdth ¼ 140000; // Fair Drop operates if q is

larger than this
maxtargetq ¼ 120000; // maximum value of

targetq
maxnflow ¼ 320; // maximum Nflow that can

be maintained
a ¼ 1:2; // increase factor of b
wq ¼ 0:004; // weight for average queue size

calculation
bmax ¼ 10; // maximum b
bmin ¼ 0:5; // minimum b
binit ¼ 7:5; // initial b
K ¼ 0:15 s; // constant used for rate

estimation
BW ¼ 2500000 Bps; // service rate (bytes/s)
Timeout Value ¼ 0:45 s; // timeout value

used for flow
expiration

� Global variables:
Nflow; // number of active flows (initially, 0)
vmaxq; // virtual maximum buffer size (bytes)
maxth; // maximum queue size for each flow

(bytes)
targetq; // target queue size (bytes)
ratefair; // fair rate (share)
time; // current real time (s)

� Global queue sizes:
q; // current global queue size (bytes)

(initially, 0)
avgq; // average global queue size (bytes)

(initially, 0)
� Per-flow variables:

q½i�; // queue size (bytes)
rate½i�; // estimated rate (bytes/s)
b½i�; // b½i�
count½i�; // number of bytes processed since

last b½i� update
qtime½i�; // last time packet is buffered (s)
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11: g
12: initialize pfvðiÞ;
13: update gqð1Þ;
14: return;

15: g
16: if ðqP fdthÞ f
17: dropðpÞ;
18: return;

19: g
20: q½i� ¼ q½i� þ p:size;
21: count½i� ¼ count½i� þ p:size;
22: if ðcount½i�P 4
maxthÞ update beta

ðrate½i�=ratefairÞ;
23: u ¼ randomðÞ;
24: if ðu < powðq½i�=maxth; b½i�ÞÞ f
25: q½i� ¼ q½i� � p:size;
26: dropðpÞ;
27: g else f
28: update gqð1Þ;
29: dt ¼ time � qtime½i�;
30: qtime½i� ¼ time;
31: rate½i� ¼ ð1� expð�dt=KÞÞ 
 p:size=dt þ

expð�dt=KÞ 
 rate½i�;
32: g
� For each departing packet p:
33: find iðpÞ;
34: q½i� ¼ q½i� � p:size;
35: if ðcount½i�P 4
maxthÞ

update betaðrate½i�=ratefairÞ;
36: update gqð0Þ;
� For each flow expiration:
// each zero� queue flow expires if
ðtime� qtime½i�P Timeout ValueÞ

37: update gvð0Þ;
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